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ABSTRACT
A brief overview is given of the research activities in the Quantum Optics Group at Caltech related to the new
science of Quantum Information.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Across a broad front in physics, an exciting advance in recent years has been the increasing ability to observe
and manipulate the dynamical processes of individual quantum systems. These advancing technical capabilities
are being exploited for diverse investigations in Quantum Information Science related to radical new possibilities
for the distribution and processing of information, as well as for precision measurement. A unifying theme is the
attempt to exploit recently discovered possibilities in the microscopic realm of quantum mechanics to accomplish
tasks that would otherwise be impossible by traditional classical means.
Within this setting, the Quantum Optics Group at Caltech has pursued several investigations related to strong
coupling in optical physics whereby nonlinear interactions require only single atoms and photons. In qualitative
terms, the research is directed towards advances beyond traditional nonlinear optics and laser physics into a new
regime with dynamical processes involving atoms and photons taken one by one. We are striving to address
fundamental issues related to quantum computation and communication, as for example in the realization of
scalable quantum networks and photonic quantum computation, and to the general development of quantum
information science and technology.
Brief descriptions of some of our recent work are given in the following sections, with reference to more
detailed treatments in the scientiﬁc literature. With my apology, a comprehensive overview of the many exciting
advances worldwide is beyond the scope of this abbreviated summary.
2. CAVITY QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS
Over the past twenty years, an important physical system has been a single atom strongly coupled to the elec-
tromagnetic ﬁeld of a high-Q (optical or microwave) cavity within the setting of cavity quantum electrodynamics
(cavity QED).1 Diverse new phenomena in cavity QED include the realization of nonlinear interactions between
single photons2 and the development of a laser in a regime of strong coupling that operates with “one-and-
the-same-atom”.3, 4 Because of several unique advantages, cavity QED is playing an important role in the
new science of quantum information, such as for the realization of complex quantum networks5 and for the
investigation of quantum dynamics of single quantum systems.6
2.1. A one-atom laser in the regime of strong coupling
Although conventional lasers operate with a large number of intracavity atoms, the lasing properties of a single
atom in a resonant cavity have been theoretically investigated extensively in the Quantum Optics community for
more than a decade. We have utilized the capabilities developed in Ref.7 for the experimental realization of a one-
atom laser operated in a regime of strong coupling.3, 4 The observed characteristics of the atom-cavity system in
this regime are qualitatively diﬀerent from those of the familiar many atom case. Speciﬁcally, our measurements
of intracavity photon number versus pump intensity exhibit “thresholdless” behavior, and we infer that the
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Figure 1. Illustration of the generation of single photons by one atom trapped in an optical cavity. (A) A single Cs
atom is trapped in a cavity formed by the reﬂective surfaces of mirrors (M1,M2) and is pumped by the external ﬁelds
(Ω3,Ω4).
7 (B) The relevant atomic levels of the Cs D2 line at 852.4 nm. Strong coupling at rate g is achieved for
the transition F ′ = 3′ → F = 4 near a cavity resonance, where g = 2π × 16MHz. Atom and cavity decay rates
(γ, κ)/2π = (2.6 MHz, 4.2 MHz). (C) The timing sequence for the generation of successive single-photons by way of the
Ω3,4 ﬁelds.
output ﬂux from the cavity mode exceeds that from atomic ﬂuorescence by more than tenfold. Observations of
the second-order intensity correlation function g(2)(τ) demonstrate that our one-atom laser generates manifestly
quantum (i.e., nonclassical) light that exhibits both photon antibunching g(2)(0) < g(2)(τ) and sub-Poissonian
photon statistics g(2)(0) < 1. We have also carried out detailed comparisons between our measurements and
theoretical models.4
2.2. Generation of single photons “on demand” from one atom trapped in a cavity
A crucial building-block for quantum information science is a deterministic source of single photons that generates
one-quantum wavepackets in a well controlled spatiotemporal mode of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. Moreover, the
generation of single photons within the domain of strong coupling in cavity QED enables the reversible transfer of
quantum states between atoms and photons, which is a fundamental primitive in protocols for the implementation
of distributed quantum networks.8–10 A single-photon source consisting of a trapped atom strongly coupled to
an optical cavity represents an ideal node for such a network, in which internal atomic states can be mapped to
quantum states of the electromagnetic ﬁeld by way of “dark” eigenstates of the atom-cavity system. Converting
stationary qubits to ﬂying qubits in this way enables distributed quantum entanglement over long distances by
utilizing quantum repeaters.
As illustrated in Figure 1 and discussed in more detail in Ref.,11 we have achieve the deterministic generation
of single-photon pulses for a single atom strongly coupled to an optical cavity. The photon wavepackets are
emitted as a Gaussian beam with temporal proﬁle and repetition rate controlled by external driving ﬁelds.
Referenced to the total cavity output, the generation eﬃciency for (un)polarized photons is (0.69± 0.10) 0.35±
0.05. After correction for detector dark counts, the average suppression of two-photon to single-photon event
probabilities is R0 = 20.8 ± 1.8, rising to R0  150 at long times, where R0 = 1 for a coherent state. In the
absence of passive cavity losses, each generation attempt is inferred to succeed with probability φG = 1.15±0.18.
These results represent a major step toward the realization of distributed quantum networks.
With this source for single photons, it now becomes feasible to implement a new scheme for scalable photonic
quantum computation based on cavity assisted interaction between single-photon pulses.12 Here, the prototyp-
ical quantum controlled phase-ﬂip gate between two single-photon pulses is achieved by successively reﬂecting
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the pulses from an optical cavity with a single-trapped atom. This protocol is robust to practical noise and
experimental imperfections in current cavity-QED setups.
2.3. Cavity QED “by the Numbers”
We have developed a technique for the real-time determination of the number of atoms trapped within the mode
of an optical cavity by monitoring the transmission of a weak probe beam.13 Continuous observation of atom
number is accomplished in the strong coupling regime of cavity quantum electrodynamics and functions in concert
with a cooling scheme for radial atomic motion. The probe transmission exhibits sudden steps from one plateau
to the next in response to the time evolution of the intracavity atom number, from N ≥ 3 to N = 2 → 1 → 0
atoms. This is an important advance since many protocols in Quantum Information Science require multiple
atoms to be trapped within the same cavity. Experimental eﬀorts to combine ion trap technology with cavity
QED are promising, but have not yet reached the regime of strong coupling. In Ref.,13 the atom number is
restricted to N  3, but the novel detection scheme that we have developed may enable extensions to moderately
larger atom numbers N  10.
2.4. Observation of the vacuum-Rabi splitting for an individual atom
A cornerstone of optical physics is the interaction of a single atom with the electromagnetic ﬁeld of a high
quality resonator. Of particular importance is the regime of strong coupling, for which the frequency scale g
associated with reversible evolution for the atom-cavity system exceeds the rates (γ, κ) for irreversible decay of
atom and cavity ﬁeld, respectively. In the domain of strong coupling, a photon emitted by the atom into the
cavity mode is likely to be repeatedly absorbed and re-emitted at the single-quantum Rabi frequency 2g before
being irreversibly lost into the environment. This oscillatory exchange of excitation between atom and cavity
ﬁeld results from a normal-mode splitting in the eigenvalue spectrum of the atom-cavity system, and has been
dubbed the vacuum-Rabi splitting.
Without exception experiments related to the vacuum-Rabi splitting in cavity QED with single atoms have
required averaging over trials with many atoms ( 103) to obtain quantitative spectral information. By contrast,
the implementation of complex algorithms in quantum information science requires the capability for repeated
manipulation of an individual quantum system. With this goal in mind, we have succeeded in recording the
entire vacuum-Rabi spectrum for one-and-the-same atom strongly coupled to the ﬁeld of a high-ﬁnesse optical
resonator.14 These measurements are made possible by a new Raman scheme for cooling atomic motion along
the cavity axis for single atoms trapped within a state-insensitive intracavity FORT,7 with inferred atomic
localization ∆zaxial  33 nm. Our measurements represent an important milestone towards the realization of
more complex tasks in quantum computation and communication.
2.5. Cavity QED with the whispering gallery modes of micro-toroidal resonators
As illustrated in Fig. 2 and documented in Ref.,15 toroidal microcavities oﬀer exciting possibilities for achieving
strong coupling for single atoms and photons. In collaboration with the group of Professor K. Vahala at Caltech,
we are attempting to achieve strong coupling for one Cesium atom interacting with the external evanescent ﬁeld
of a toroidal microcavity. We have carried out numerical modeling of the optical modes that demonstrates a
signiﬁcant reduction of modal volume with respect to the whispering gallery modes of dielectric spheres, while
retaining the high quality factors representative of spherical cavities.15 Moreover, numerical results for atom-
cavity coupling strength, critical atom number N0, and critical photon number n0 for one Cesium atom indicate
substantial advantages relative to Fabry-Perot cavities. Modeling predicts coupling rates g/2π exceeding 700 MHz
and critical atom numbers approaching 10−7 in optimized structures. Furthermore, preliminary experimental
measurements of toroidal cavities at a wavelength of 852 nm indicate that quality factors in excess of 100 million
can be obtained, which would result in strong coupling values of (g/(2π), n0, N0) = (86 MHz, 4.6 × 10−4, 1.0 ×
10−3).
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Figure 2. SEM micrograph of a toroidal microcavity. The principal and minor diameters are denoted by D and d,
respectively.
3. SCALABLE QUANTUM COMMUNICATION NETWORKS WITH ATOMIC
ENSEMBLES
There is an evolving understanding of the power of quantum measurement combined with conditional evolution
for accomplishing diverse tasks in quantum information science. In this regard, a signiﬁcant advance is the
invention of a protocol by Duan, Lukin, Cirac, and Zoller (DLCZ)16 for the realization of scalable long-distance
quantum communication and the distribution of entanglement over quantum networks. The theoretical proposal
of DLCZ 16 is a probabilistic scheme based upon the entanglement of atomic ensembles via detection events of
single photons in which the sources are intrinsically indistinguishable, and generates entanglement over long
distances via a quantum repeater architecture.8 The DLCZ scheme, with built-in quantum memory and
entanglement puriﬁcation, is well within the reach of current experiments and accomplishes the same objectives
as previous more complex protocols that require still unattainable capabilities.
With the goal of implementing scalable quantum communication networks by way of the DLCZ protocol, we
have investigated manifestly quantum (i.e., nonclassical) correlations for photon pairs generated in the collective
emission from an atomic ensemble.17 Our work includes the ﬁrst observation of nonclassical photon correlations
suitable for the implementation of the DLCZ protocol for scalable quantum networks.18 As illustrated in Figure
3, we have utilized the high degree of nonclassical correlation between photon pairs for the conditional generation
of single photons from excitation stored within an ensemble of cold Cesium atoms.19 Conditioned upon an initial
detection from ﬁeld 1 at 852 nm, a photon in ﬁeld 2 at 894 nm is produced in a controlled fashion from excitation
stored within the atomic ensemble. The single-quantum character of ﬁeld 2 is demonstrated by the violation of
a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, namely w(12, 12|11) = 0.24 ± 0.05  1, where w(12, 12|11) describes detection of
two events (12, 12) conditioned upon an initial detection event 11.
Beyond these measurements, we have also explored the time dependence of nonclassical correlations for the
(1, 2) ﬁelds generated by the atomic ensemble.20 The correlation function R(t1, t2) for the ratio of cross to
auto-correlations for the (1, 2) ﬁelds at times (t1, t2) is found to have a maximum value Rmax = 292± 57, which
signiﬁcantly violates the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality R ≤ 1 for classical ﬁelds. Decoherence of quantum correla-
tions is observed over τd  175 ns, and is described by a model that we have developed. A new scheme to mitigate
the eﬀects of decoherence is currently being implemented. The capabilities realized in our experiments provide
important steps toward the implementation of the full protocol of DLCZ, which would enable the distribution
and storage of entanglement among atomic ensembles distributed over a quantum network.
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic of experiment for conditional generation of single photons. Write and read pulses sequentially
propagate into a cloud of cold Cs atoms (MOT), generating the correlated output ﬁelds (1, 2). (b) The relevant atomic
level scheme.
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